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An Australian Coastguard 
Better protection for Australia�s maritime zone is 
fundamental to our nation�s security. 

Australia�s exclusive economic zone covers millions of 
square kilometres of ocean � an area far larger than 
continental Australia � with 37,000 km of coastline and 
thousands of islands. 

Australia�s maritime zone presents significant risks of illegal 
activity, including the smuggling of people, drugs and guns 
into Australia and the theft of Australia�s marine resources.  
Those behind these activities are constantly evolving in their 
capacity to avoid detection. 

The continuing absence of an Australian Coastguard is a 
glaring vulnerability in our border protection arrangements.   

A dedicated coastguard is critical in the war on terror.  
Australia has infrastructure worth billions of dollars in our 
maritime zone and our economy is dependant on safe and 
secure shipping lines. 

Labor’s Plan for an Australian Coastguard 
A Federal Labor Government will establish an Australian Coastguard to better 
police and protect our maritime borders. 

8 new vessels, 3 new helicopters and 250 extra personnel 
Under Labor�s Plan, Customs� eight Bay-class vessels and two helicopters will 
become part of the Coastguard fleet.  They will be supplemented with: 

■ Three new 55 metre class deep ocean vessels with helicopter landing 
platforms, 25 mm stabilized cannon and rapid intervention boats. 

■ Five new 35 metre class patrol vessels capable of operating to the 200 
nautical mile limit, with 25 mm stabilized cannon and rapid intervention 
boats. 

■ Three new twin-engine helicopters. 
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The Australian Coastguard will draw together existing civilian coastal 
surveillance agencies � including Coastwatch and the National Maritime Unit of 
Customs.  Coastguard will proceed with the current tenders for coastal 
surveillance and Southern ocean patrols.  Coastguard will become part of the 
Australian Federal Police (AFP) in Labor�s Homeland Security portfolio, 
drawing on the AFP�s world-class crime fighting and counter-terrorism 
capabilities. 

Australia�s maritime policing capacity will be significantly enhanced with the 
recruitment and training of 250 additional officers for Coastguard.  Coastguard 
personnel will exercise consistent powers, rather than the current patchwork of 
different powers given to different officers in different circumstances. 

Headquartered in Darwin, the Australian Coastguard will work closely with the 
Royal Australian Navy, which will retain its fleet of Armidale-class patrol boats.  
With a Coastguard in place, pressure will be taken off the Navy � giving it 
greater flexibility to use its fleet for defence operations, and preventing a repeat 
of events where the Navy was forced to divert frigates and survey vessels for 
routine surveillance and interdiction. 

More support for volunteer coastal patrol and search and 
rescue organisations 
Labor recognises the valuable contribution that volunteer coastal patrols and 
search and rescue organisations make to our maritime safety and security.  
Additional funding of $80 million over four years from 2005-06 will be provided 
to support these organisations in their role as Australia�s eyes and ears along 
the coastline.  The information they provide about vessel activity along our 
coastline will support the Australian Coastguard in its law enforcement role. 

Labor�s plan for an Australian Coastguard also includes specific measures to 
strengthen regional partnerships and boost the security of Australia�s ports.    

Stronger maritime security partnerships in our region   
Labor has long maintained that the front line of Australia�s war on terror is in 
our own region.  The barbaric attack on Australia�s Embassy in Jakarta on 9 
September underscored the continuing threat posed by regional terrorist 
networks.    

Effective interdiction requires greater intelligence sharing and cooperation with 
our regional neighbours. 

A Federal Labor Government will deploy an additional eight Australian law 
enforcement officers to our region to strengthen crime fighting and intelligence 
partnerships with key partner countries.   

Under this initiative, an enhanced regional intelligence and cooperation 
network will be established for the Australian Coastguard.  This network will 
improve intelligence sharing and help build the maritime law enforcement 
capabilities of key regional partners.  The more effective our regional 
neighbours are at fighting piracy and terrorism, the safer Australia will be within 
our region. 
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Coastguard sea marshals to better secure our ports 
With thousands of foreign ships berthing at Australian ports every year, more 
must be done to secure our ports from terrorist attack.    

Under the Howard Government�s current arrangements, high-risk vessels 
carrying dangerous goods can enter our ports without being properly checked. 

A Federal Labor Government will establish a sea marshals program within the 
Australian Coastguard.  These sea marshals will be authorised to board and 
secure high-risk vessels for safe passage into major Australian ports.  Such 
vessels will include those carrying materials such as fertilisers and petroleum 
products which could be targeted by terrorists.   

Vessel tracking system for Darwin Harbour 
A Federal Labor Government will also help boost security in Darwin Harbour by 
providing $2 million in 2004-05 to the Northern Territory Government toward 
the cost of a new radar-based vessel tracking system. 

Darwin Harbour will experience a major increase in vessel activity with the 
approaching completion of the liquefied natural gas plant. 

Labor is determined to ensure that the people of Darwin can enjoy their 
harbour with safety and security. 

The new radar system will enable vessels to be tracked within and around the 
harbour, day and night. 

Keeping track of vessels will help identify suspicious activity, prevent collisions 
and protect key infrastructure within the port � making the harbour more secure 
and safe for the benefit of the people of Darwin. 

 
 
 
 

The threat of transnational crime and the harm it causes to the 
Australian community cannot be overstated.  Only Labor has a 
plan to protect our borders with an integrated, well-resourced 
Australian Coastguard.   
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Labor’s plan for An Australian Coastguard is fully 
costed and funded 

 

 2004-05 2005-06 2006-07 2007-08 Total 

Coastguard vessels and helicopters – lease - 8.1 18.1 26.7 52.9 

Coastguard vessels and helicopters – operations  - 7.3 28.8 48.3 84.4 

Coastguard personnel 4.8 10.0 20.0 30.0 64.8 

Coastguard Volunteer Network* - 15.0 15.0 25.0 55.0 

Sea Marshals 4.0 6.5 6.5 6.5 23.5 

Regional Intelligence Network 1.6 3.2 4.8 6.4 16.0 

Coastguard administration supplement  2.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 5.0 

Vessel tracking in Darwin Harbour  2.0 - - - 2.0 

Total 14.4 51.1 94.2 143.9 303.6 

 

* $80 million over 4 years beginning in 2005-06 
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